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ABSTRACT
A studywas conducted to determine the degree to

which teachers and students share perceptions of the use of power in
tte clmsroom.'The study defined five 'bases- of-power: coercive
jimpled`or explicit punishment), reward, legitimate (assigned),
referent (identification with the person in power), and expert-
(perceived competence). A total of 156 teachers and 2,698 of their
students from grade seven through college filled out a perceived
power measure, 'in ,which the teachers completed the statement "I use
(blank) power" and the students completed. the statement "My teacher
uses,(blank) power" ,with one of the, five defined.power bases. A.-

second measure 'asked the subjects to rate, the percentage ,of each of
:.,J? the five power bases theyor their teachers used. The resulting -data

,indicate0 that -both thegstudents.and the teachers felt that coercive
power was less likely to be used than power from other ases..The
teachers and students did not - differ in.tekr.perceptions of how
likely either coercive or legitimate power are to'be employed;
however, teac46.rs saw, themselves as more rikely to use more reward,
referent, Sird*expeit%pOwerkthan did the students.. In relative terms,
both teicherand stO4nts reported greater use pi expert, referent,
and reward'power,than coercive, power. Students saw coercive power as
accounting for a higher proportion of power'use than did teachers,
while teachers saw a significantly higher proportion of expert power
than 'did the students. (HIM)
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Abstract

(

The primary 'focus of this study was to determine the degree, to whigtel_
teatherg and students have shared perceptions off the use of power in the class-
room. The results indicated that even though statistically significant associ-
ations between teacher and student perceptions were found, teacher.and student,
perceptions of the Use of pdwer are not isomorphic. The--results also indicated-
that both tefichers and students view the overwhelming proportion of power use
to,stem.from reward, referent, and expert bases.
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POWER IN THE CLASSROOM I:
TEACHER AND STUDENT RERCEPTIONS,

Education has been undergoing rapid change in the last several years. New
modes of learning .have been espoused and new communication techniques/strate,
gies are being encouraged as alternative methods to the traditional classroom
model. However, "the traditional view of education, a view that still pre-

\
vails,Vags.that /earners must submit themselves to teachers" (Menges, 1977,
p. 5)f--5afenges further suggests, this view means that the teachers' author-
ityis not to be questioned. The underlying assumption is,that without the
communication of power by the teacher over the student, the student cannot

(

,

learn. _
; n

t

Hurt, Scott, t.in a classroom setting "a

1'certain. degree of-
and McprOskey 9T8) suggest thateacher

power : :always present" (p. 125). They continue by
suggesting that the more power is ;employed by the teacher, as a means of con -

. trot, the more likely 'it, will be required as a means of control. In other
words "the more it is used, the more it will -need to be used" (p. 125).

.
i .

The.primary focus of this ,study is to determine the degree to which
teachers and students have sharealperaeptions of the use of power in the class-

:room. If 'there is aihi0 degree of shared perceptions this might illustrate
that; both teacher and student are aware of .power and its ottcome. If there is
,a low degree of shared perceptions' this might suggest that the communication
between the teacher and student'isNneffective. Foi example,; if the student.
doesn'.E like the type of-power employed- by the teacher but can recognize it ,

when it is used he/she will be able to respond 'appropriately. HoweVer, if the
student/cannot recogniie-the type of (power communicated by the teacher, he/she
might respond. 'inappropriatday. The key is to determine if students and
teachers'have Shared perceptions abdut the kinds of power employed in a class-
room. -If this is deteriined then both-teachers and students can be taught what
types of power produce certain outcomes (i.e., learning). ,.-

Power andtommunication
.

. . The importance of effe tive\tomm.unication in thellassroom cannot be over-
'eated. Communication' is central'to the teaching process., Some even ,argue
that communication is the teaching process. As Hurt, Scott and McCroskey
(1978) have stated' it there is "4difference between knowing-and teaching, and
that difference isocoMmunication iethe classroonC (p. 3). ,

Power and communication are closely interrelAad. Power that. is not used;
:fOr all intents and purposes, is power that doei':npi exist. The use of power
requires communication.* In .the- absence of communication, therefore, the

reacher in the claisroom is poweilesi. In same vein, (he way(s) the
teacher, communicates with her/hi& Students to -a' major extent determines the

t.

type and extent bf the power He/she eXerts over those students. Similarly, the
type of power exerted will have.' a, major impact on the quality of teacher-
student communication.

-

The Nature of (Power

"Power" is a term commonly
plines. Not surprisingly, 61eTt

4

employed in a wide variety of academic disci-
onstituent definitions of the'term are far from
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c nsistent from one discipline to another, or even within a given discipline.

W . will not attempt to review all' of the ways the- term "power" is used in the

v ried literatures. Rather; we .will examine only a few that are particularly

nent to the present investigation.

One of the more, narrow views of 'poer in the classroom is provided by

Hurt, et. al.t(1978, p...124): "Power refers to a teacher's ability to affect

in some way-the student's well-being beyond ,the student's own control." this

,view lIggests an absence of intellectual assent to
influence on the part ofi the

student. While this may be the case in many instances, in many others students.

willingly accept the power of the teacher to influence their behavior. While

we find, this,,..definition flawed, we hasten to add that our experietkes with

hundreds of in-service teachers in workshops and seminars indicates that @he\

"Ihy definition" of most of 'these individuals is highly consistent with the

Hurt, et. al., definition.

Considerably broader views of power are expressed by a number of other

writers (eg. Cartwright '& Zander, 1968; Goldner, 1970; MCClelland, 1975;

Zaleznik & Rots de Vries, 1975). Power is typically defined by thede writers

as an individuaes.potential tohaVe an effect on another person's or group of

persons' -behavior. More specifically, this broader view ees power as the

capacity to influence another person to do °Something he/she 4ould not hive done

had he/she not been influenced. In short, an individual exhibits some type of

change .in her /his=behavioir-attitudes, beliefs, etc,.
as a result of influence

from'someone else. However, French and Raven (1968) qualify this typeof-

definition by noting that such change must be a-direct result of the influence

exerted by another rather than the result of=a combination, of forces which'may

have exerted additional influence. From this view, of the nature of.\power;,

French and 8aVe (1968) identified five .potential bases of powe:' coercive,

reward, legitimate, referent and expert..,,c,.
- -

e

. .

, . The Baada of Power('
.

French and.Raven's (1968) bases of 'power are ball founded-on the
percep='i

tions,of individuals over whom the powei might be exerted. Although French and

Raven (1968) were not Writing with the classroom as their. intended "focus, we

will .examine these powefbases'in this context .below:

,..; .
. . .

.

Coercive Power. A teacher's coercive power ishased on a student's expec-

tations that he/she will be punished by the teacher if he/she does not conform

to the teache's influence attempt. Vie strength of the teacher's coercive,

power Is'contingent,upon the studedOs Perception .of how probable it is that

A the teacher will exact punishmenefor nondonformanceandthe
degree'of nega-

tive Consequences such puniiblient' would -entail, minus the,ptobability- of

punishment from other,sourc 6 (eg. from peers, theAiehavior 'itself, etc.) if

the student does comply wi, the teacher's inflUeice, attempt. ,It is important, °

to note here that in env onments where very
strong,peet-group'pressure against

the t

t

acher exists, the.teachet'may have no coerciliepOwer at all, even theugh

the i acher may, be in position to exert a high degree of.punishblent.

, 'tReward ftwet. A teachei's reward power is based on a sefident's pgrceptioir

ofthe degree to which the teacher is in a position to )provide'?frward to

..- g
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her/him for complying with the teacher's influence attempt. Such rewards may

involve providing something positive (positive reinforcement) or remolting some-1

thing cegativ'e (negative,reinforcement). As was the case with coercive pgwer,

the strength of.a_teacher'''s reward power is medated by the possibility of (

receiving other, rewards" from other sources as a function of non-compliance.

Although it is often not recognized,
coercive and reward power essentially

are the flip sides of the same coin. Cberciye power involves introducing(some-

thing unpleasant or removing something pleasant if the student fails to comply.

Reward power involves introducing something pleasant or removing, something

unpleasapt if the student does, comply. -

.

- Legitimate Power.. Legitimate power often i referred to as "assigned"

power. It 'stems from the assigned role of the, teacher in the classroom.

Legitimate power is based on the student's perception that the teacher has the

right to make certain demands and requests as a function of her /his position

as "teacher." This type of poWer generally ialoost related to mundane matters ,

such as controlling Classroom time, determining what unit ahould be ptudied,

regulating interaction, and the like.' it generally does not extend beyond the

school environment into the private-gives of students. In some cases, however,

this type of power is much broader. Aprime example is the coach will sets up

training rules. Usually the'exhlett.,wili comply with these rules because they

are seen as "legitimate" demands from this person because of,her/his role as' .

coach. $imilir demands'from
the.artieacher likely would be ignored.

A

. _.

.

\ , . Referent Power. The foundation of referent ;Quer is the student's identi-

fication with the teacher.- This tJpe of power is based, on the relationship

between two people. SpecifiCally, it is- based on the desire of. the less power-

ful Person (the stddent) to identify with and please the more powerful person

(the teacher).- The stronger the student's attraction to and identification )

with the teacher,* the-stronger the teacher's referent power. -'-..

i. ......

.Expert Power. 'Expert power stems from'the student perceiving the teacher

-----\
4.,76 be competent and knowledgeable in specific areas. Most- information taught

in a classroom is presented from a base of expert power.
The ideas are not

"proven" in an objective sense.; They are presented rith,the expectationititea.....,

will be accepted by &e studerit. To the-extent the student sees the. teacher as --

competent and knowledgeable, this expectation will be correct. French and

Raven 41968) stress.that the main **ice of expert power is, change in.aa indi-:

vidual's cognitions: Any change in behavior is a secondary result of that

'influence. .

-. ,.

: is

-; The Communication of Power

_sic,
. -

. . ,

,.. ,. As we have noted' previbusly, Oh' use of power requires, communication.'

0f0n, power is used to influtrice-without explicit verhal.coMmunication.. When

"ti a teaCher tells a student to'dO hei/his homework, it usually, is not necessary

P "to: say."or I will punish yow.by lowering your grade" or "because I am the

teachewaiSUI have. the right to demand you do this" or "because you like me and

wantt8 please me ". Such appeate topower are iMpliedand genefally recognized

-by the student without being directly stated. .

,
:

.

,.: o



In other instances, direct power appeals are stated. Coercive power, for

example, may be invoked when a teacher says "If you,don't eurn,your work in on

time, I will give you an 'F' fox+ the assignment". Similarly, reward pokier may

be i yoked 'c hen a teacher says "If you do this extra problem, I will give you

five b us points": An appeal to referent power may_take the form of the

.teache
saying "Will'-someone'heip me set up this film projector?"

o
Whether/power appeals are Ay.edtly4stated or implied, for teacher power to

!influence behavior the, student .must associate the requested behavior with the

tower, of the teacher. All teacher punier is based on student perceptions. If

J) the student does not perceive the teacher to hive a certain type of power, a,

teacher's appeal to that power, whether 'direct or implied, is. not likely to

result im influence. Similarly, even if the student-Perceives the teacher to

have the power, if the influence attempt is of associated with the power, the

attempt is likely to be unsuccessful.

Purpose of Study 1

4

The present paper' reports the first .of.a\*eries of studies investigating,

the role, of teacher power'in studeht learning. The ultimate purposip of this

:research programiis to determine how teacher power impacts, student learning and
./

how' teach4rs may modify thetr communication behavior and use of power to

enhance learning in_theclasgrgoi. The implicit assumPti)m in this research is '

that a teachei cannot avoid using power in the classroom,, that. use of power is

an inherent part of-the teaching proCirs. liowever, it is also assumed that use

of some bases of power.will result in more pdsitive learning than use of other

bases. A primary goat of this series of` studies is to test and refipe this
7

latter Assumption. .

--This. first stil was 'designed to accomplish tyo objectives: 1) to deter -

thine an acceptable thud of measuring use of power,in'the classroom, andP to

determine the clggtee,,,td which teachdfs and students h.ilie shared Perceptions of

the use, of power in e classroom.. .
,

-.

..

t

o
.

Method -

Measurement of Power

As we hoted previopsly, the constituent definitionsof power in the liter-

atureare.highty diverse ,Similar diversity is characteristic of operational

definitions: Consequently, the selectiOp f measuring instruments was crucial

to the furthekance of this reseaech.

4

Siticeee chose the conceptualization
of,poweradvanced by French and Raven

(1968) as' the foundation for our' work in this area,
it. was considered vital

that a measure idomorphic withthis conceptualization be.seldcted., The rig-.

ina1 authors provide no suggestion9 for measurement of power' based on

conc ptualizatiod. However, Student (1968) introduced an appropriate approach.

In s work based on the French\ and Raven (1968) conceptualization, Student

(1968) 'provided subjects' witha'description of each 'type .of power, and asked

them to`estitilate '(on a fiver7-pointi Likert-type scale) the extent to which they

,
complied with their'supervisor's wishes because of that type of power, The

.
-\

N
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validity of this approach was ,suggested by the strong results -he obtained

relating to both employee satisfaction and productivity.

More recently a modification of the. Student (1,968) approach was introduced.

by Richmond, McCroskey, Davis, and Koontz (1980). Their research was focUsed

on organizational communication and employed a variety of employee samples, one

of which was public school teachers. Because of theidifficulty in estimating

the reliablity, of the single-item type -measure .used' by Student (1968),

Richmond; et. al. (1980) employedfive seven-point, bipolar sc for each

type of power. They provided subjects with a description of eachallk of power

and asked the subjects to respond to the following statement for each type of

power on the five scales:- "Mio supervisor employs - power." The

appropriate name for each power bise was inserted in the blank. The'bipolar

scales- they employed were: agree-disagree; false-true,' incorrect-correct,

wrodg-right, and yes-no: Thiaybsiantial associations they found between The

bases of power and employee satisfaction acrd management communication style

(MCS) are suggestiveof vali(ity for this measure.

For the present research ism employed the Richmond, et. al.- (1980) instru-

ment as our primary measurof power in the-classroom.. We'shal'l refer to-this

measure as the perceived, power measure -(PPM)-. -We -made only'minor,modifica-

tions ;When our subjects were teachers we modified the response statement to

read: "I use power." When our subjects were -students, the

statement bread: "My teacher uses, power." As we will report-

later, the reliabilieies we obtained .were very high and comparable to. those

reported by Richmond et al (1980):
ot.. e '

k

Wile this instrument is highly reliable and has, in ilightly'Affferent

forms, a fairly good case for validity, it measures use of'powerin anabSOlute

rather than a relative form. It is possible for a power source to be rated

extremely highly (pr any other level) on all of the, power bases siiultaneously.

Since we believed. that the relative_usi of the five power bases in comparison

to each other may be as important as the degree of each's use, we employed a

second measure of.power to supplement the information provided by the first.
... %. -11-- , .

.-. -

We shall refer to,the seConclaniaaure as the relative power measure (kPM).

This measure als6 explainshe five power bases. 'It then requescs.the Subjects

to estimate the pi entage of total power usage that stems from each ,bate, with'

the requirement th tNthi total 'equals 1100 percent, To illustrate, the'

instrument for teachers takes the following form:

"presuming that 100 percent
-.with your students, please
'each 'of .the fiye categor
coercive power but little

J

represents ¢ali of the-power that you:use%

estimate the percentage whichyou use in

beim/. For example, if you `use a' lot of

lse, you might respond as follows: 80

coercive, 41 reward, 5 legitimate, 5 referent, 5 expert. Be sure the

total peroentage forthe five categoriet adds' up to 100-.

.7

0.

4
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coercive
reward
legitimate

referent
expert

100 :total

. , These two measures, theh, were our operational definitions of power in the

clasiroom. The PPM measures power use in a more absolute form, while the RPM

was designed to measure paver use in a relative form.

Samples

.

'Data for
Of atudents:
usable. data.

r. data and were

a

this study were drawn from paired samples of teacherf and classes.

-A total of 156 teachers and 2698. of their'students provided

An additional 4 teacheri and 163 sfudents provided incomplete

excluded from the'data analyse .

To insure as much generalizability as possible, fehchera:and students were

selected from diverseeducitional levels and academic disciplines. All leVels

ofrom seventh, grade through college -were included. teachers and

classes from seiences,.humanities, social sciences; and arts were'iniluded. At

the catllege level; both regular faculty and graduate assistants were included.

The only restriction placed on serection of a class for inclusioh wag-enroll-

ment. .No large.c4asseg=(over 35) were chosen. Because the. methodyamf data,

collection provided strong` guarantees of anonymity, `we are unable t& specify.

the eXactlymber of respondent( in each category. The origidal sample included

200 teachers'gerected in a systbmitict_non-random manner.
.-Forty, or 10 per-

cent, did not'return the dataNllection instruments.< However; on the baiis of

--tithe legible postmarks and return addresses of the materials returned, no `sys-

tematic bias was%suspected.

Procedure

.

0

. .

Because of- the sensitive nature of the data being collected.,. and the a

obvious pdtential -for providing. socially
-:deslisable_relonses, .it was deemed

that anonymity of- responses must.be absolutely assured:--Consequently, no

'personal. information was-requeitld from either the teachers iir-.the students

however; it was necessary to be/able to pair student responses withl'those of

their teacher; Thus, each teacher was-Asked toiselecC a five-digit numberat 1 C

random and record it on theireresponse,lOrm. They 'were' asked to request that.

each of their atudeptg'place the
game,number'on their forms. -

..e .

_.
. .,: - ; . . ,

:Teachers were selected...and. asked,?to participate. Those that agreed-were

sent the appropriate forms with instructions for theif completiOn'and return:

. No -follow-up correselohdenceto Inirease 'return rate `Was employed ,because the

anonymous responses did. not permit kflovledge otsitio. 44 returned alaterials and "

.,who had:not. .

.
.

0
.

. .

.

-
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Data Analyses

All data analyses were(performed with the assistance of the SAS statis-

tical package. Data for individual subjects were punched separately and

teacher and studefit data paired by means of the MERGE' procedure available in

this statistical package.

The data analysis included several procedures. '1) Alpha reliability

lestimates were computed for the PPM responses for both teachers and students.

2) Means fot PPM and RPM. responses for both teachers and students were com-

puted: 3),These means were tested (t-test for related samples) to determine

signifiCance of differendea between teacher and student Aimples.* 4) Canonical

correlational analyses were separately computed oSor the PPM and RPM.data as

tests of overall association, between teacher -and student _responses, 5) Simple

.correlation analyses for each power base were performed on the PPM and RPM data

as tests of specific aslociation between teacher and student responses.

r
6 ,

4 .
Results

'

q 411'

The reliability estimates for
the five dimensions of the PPM are reported

ie Table 1. As nbte4 in that table, the reliabilities Are very high. While

suEh high.reliability certainly is desirable, it also indicates the need for

,the expanded number of items is doubtful) Additional' examination of the data'

indicated that the lowest correlation tof any iteatwiih the total store.fdr a

'given power base was .92 Thus, the use of a sing14 item to measure perceived-

power for each base, as employed'by Student (1968), would probably' be suffi-

cient.
)

e

The means and standard deviations for the scores on both, the PPM and; the

'RPM are reported in Table The difference between teacher'and'student.icorei

on each measure are also reported in,that table as are the Obtained t's,for the

tests' for the significance of these differences.

.Both the students and the 'teachers indicated on the PPM that co ercive

power is less .likely to .be used than powet from other basei. The teachers and'

students did not duffer, iii their perceptions' of how likely either coercive or

legitimate powerare to be employed; Their perceptions did differ, however,, on

all'three of the other power bases. TeaChers saw themselves as likely to use

more reward. , referent', and expert power than did-the'students.

. In relative terms, 'as indicated by the RPM Scores, both. teacher* an

students report greater use of expert, referent, end reward'power than coercive
.

power. However,. students saw Coercive power as accounting for a higher propor-

;, tion of.jower use'thin did teachers, while teachers saw a significantly higher

,proportion for expert power than did-students.

The canonical analysis of the PPM data indicated Significant-corielations

for elle.first, three variates extracted. first variate (re-53, p. <

--.001) wig primarily a function of student and teacher perceptions of the use of

1,ucoIercive and legitimate power. .1 4rhe second variafe (re.37, vt,< .001) was

.. -
primarily a function of student and teacher

perceptions of the Use of expert

power. The third variate (re.331.p < .01) was most associated with student

.

.

...
;..
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and teacher perceptiOns,of reward and referent power. (See Table,3 for sorre-
lations.of all power variables with the variates).

.

o ,
The, canonical analysis'of the RPM data indicated significant correlations
\ ,

i

or only the\ first two variates extracted. The first variate (rc=.50, p <
-.001) was pridaril a function ,of studdht and teacher reports of the proportion
of use of coerciy eferent power. The'second #ariate (r.38, fe< .05)411111

was most .associated i

, r

h reports concerning reward and expert power. (See

Table/3 for correlations of all power variables with the variates). '

The simple correlations between teacher and student reports on all of the
dimensions of both 111'M and RPM are reported(in Table 2.' All of the correla-
tions on the PPM are statistically significant, with the highest (r.46) being,
the association for coercive power. On-the RPM measure all of the correlations
are also significant, with the exception gor that relaing to.legitimate power.
As was the case with the RPM scores, the highest association was for . coercive
power(r=.37).

Discussion

The .resulti o, this, study suggest the measures employed are useful instru-
ments for studying power in the classroom, The reliabilit'y of the PPM instru-
ment.is so high that even fewer items can probably-be employed successfully.
Although the reliability of the RPM measure could not be assessed because of
its single-response type format, the results 'obtained on the PPM and the

, earlier results., obtained by Student (1968) suggest perceptions of people relat-
ing to powei.are, so strong they may be reliably measured with single-response
scales. These results suggest, then, that our first goal--to developinatr,u4
ments which can be used to measure,power in the classroom - -has been achieve
satisfactorily.

The second goal of this study was to determine the degree to which
teachers and students have shared perceptions of the use bf power in the class-
room. The results indicate that, although there is substantiaL and statisti-
cally- significant association between these perceptions, they are far from

isomorphic. In nine of ten cases, the observed correlations were statistically
significant, but the highest - association was only .46. Thus, even it best, the
teachers-and students' share only a little over 20 percent of variance.

An examination of the Imean differences on the measures gives us; more
insight" into the differences in teacher and student petceptions. If we view
coercive power negatively and reward; referent, and expert power positively (as
is suggested in much of the eaucation literature), it is clear that the

teachers have a much more positive view,of.their behavior then do Che students.
Interestingly, however, both .teachers (70.3%) and students (67..1t) see the
overwhelming proportion of Rower use to stem frOm reward, referent, an expert
bases." Thus, it would.not be correct to conclude from this study that teachers
see their behavior insa positive light while students see it in a negative

They,both havea generally positive view, but the teachev view is a bit
more positive;

op
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The aggregate data reprgdented by mean scores and the correlational data
from /the measures suggest what may seem4to be'senflicting conclusions. 'The
men data suggest substantial similarity in tncher and student responses.
Even where statistically significant differences exist, they generally are
small. The largest on the PPM/accourits for 24 percent of thetotal score
range, while the largest on the RPM accounts for only about five peecent.
While students collespively have a somewhat .more negative view of their

teacher's power usage than theteacher does the generally modest' correlations
bets4en teacher and student perceptions' indicate that many students have 4
more positive view of their teacher's useof power'than does the teacher her/
himself,

Since teachersand students do not have.the dame perceptions Of power use,
and the differential perceptions, cannot be simply eepiained by self- serving
interest, the questiciii that needs to'be addressed is0Whose perceptions' are
right?''Or, to put it &Other way, Whose perceptions should .be'researched?
While we do n4t wish to.take an, absolutist approach to right and wrong on this
issue, we do believe that the perceptions of,the students are.the more critical
perceptions, hence should be the main focils for future research. Students will

'Iriespond in the classroom on tho.basis of how they perceive that classroom to
be, not on the basis. of how their.teacher,perceives it. Their perceptions, of
their teacher's behavior; while certainly affected by what the teacher thinks
and does, are'theldirect precursors of their classroom behaviors. Thus, we
believe, the impact of teachers' use of power in'the ..classroom on student
learning is mediated by the students' perceptions of that power use.

°
- L.

While future research should continue to examine the relationship between
teachers' perceptions of their power usage and student le;rning, we believe the
higher and more'meaningful associations will be found between Student sercep-

. cions'of teacher power and their own learning. .Future research in this.program
will directlytestthis

.0 4
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a

Table 1

Alpha Reliability Estitnates

Teacher Sample

Coercive .99

Reward :98

Legitimate' .98

Referent -.97
Expert .98

Student Sample

.97

. .97.

.98.

.97

Table, 2

f

p.

Simple Statistics, t -tests, and Correlations for All Meatures

Nb

Measure Teacher
X

,

t

Sample

'SD
Student

X.

Sample

SD
: X
Difference' .t

PPM
Coercive 17.1 -. 9.5 17.0 8.7 :1 .13b .46***
Reward 26.3 7.5 22.5 6.5 3.8 5.21*** .16*
Legitimate 23.7 9.3 22.9 6.5 .8 04:99 .21*
Referent_ 26.0 6.9 23.3 7.3 2.7 ' 3.70*** .17*
Expert 29.3 5.6 24.6 7.1 4.7 7.34*** .22* e-Im'

RPM
Coercive 13.1 15.7 16.8 15.4 -3.7 2.65* .37***
Reward 18.6 14.6 19.2 12.6 - .6 .45 .25**
Legitimate 16.2 14.6 "16.4 11.3. -..2 .14 .06
Referent 20.4 14.9 21.9 15.3 -1:5 1.04 .29***
Expert '31.3 18.9 26.0 17.1 5.3 3.03**

/^
.27**

* p < .05 "'

'1""Oi<:.01
*** p < :001

7 .

t
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Table 3

Correlation. Coefficients for Significant Canonical

,
PPM Data and RPM Data

Variates

titi

PPM
Measure

.Wariate 1
yeacher Student

Variate 2

Teacher Student

Variate 3

Teacher Student

0

CotrCive .90 .92 -.06 .07 .-.01 -.19
:

Rpward , .
.12 .13 .7.32 -.34 .75 .44

Legitimate .56 .61 )-.10
-.19

Referent -.09 -.47 -.41 -.19 -.60 -.46

Expert .20 '.03 .68 .93. -.03' -.06

1

RPM Variate 1 Variate 2

Measure Teacher Student Teacher Student

AN1

Coercive .79 .75 .36 .42

Reward -.24 -.51 .61 .75

Legitimate ' -.30 .06 .24 4 .35

Referent -'.61 -.69 -.35 -%45

Expert .23 .28 -.77 '-.60

e

eP
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